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Digital computer data processing is one of the 
newest and fastest growing technologies. The large amount 
of data that can be processed is practically beyond the 
limit of human possibilities when available time, cost 
and reliability of results are taken into consideration. 
The use of on-line digital computer data processing to 
decode Radio Teletype is investigated in this thesis. 
The first part of this thesis considers existing 
teletype systems and related systems, such as Pulse 
Code Modulation, pointing out the differences between 
synchronous and asynchronous codes. The most critical 
step in decoding Radio Teletype is synchronization, since 
Radio Teletype makes use of asynchronous codes. In the 
second part of this thesis, two programs which make use 
of different synchronization techniques are implemented. 
Performance under noisy conditions is investigated. 
Their possible implementation on a more permanent basis 
is also discussed. 
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A system is being developed at the University of 
Missouri - Rolla (UMR) to receive data transmitted by the 
Nimbus and Essa weather satellites. Information necessary 
to update the satellite tracking program is transmitted 
daily by radio teletype from an FAA weather station in 
Miami, Florida. However, the specialized equipment needed 
to process radio teletype signals is not available and it 
was necessary to find a way to process them using the 
present facilities. In particular, only teletypewriter 
terminals which use an eight-level code to represent each 
keyboard character are available. Radio teletype uses a 
five level code. Since there are three small general 
purpose digital computers available at UMR, it was decided 
to try several different processing techniques and imple-
ment them by means of a computer operating on line. Com-
puter implementation is convenient because various decoding 
schemes can be evaluated through routine computer program-
ming even though they may not be practical on a more 
permanent basis. 
Throughout this work, attention is directed toward 
analyzing radio teletype signals and then programming the 
computer to decode them. 
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Teletypewriter systems have been in service since 
1931 [1] , and little improvement of the basic system has 
taken place since this time. The codes used with these 
systems are asynchronous codes (codes with variable word 
length) and allow the use of relatively simple receiver 
implementations which perform well as long as noise levels 
are not too high. Most recent research has been concerned 
with synchronous codes since these are preferred for noisy 
conditions. 
The main problem encountered here is to obtain 
reliable synchronization under noisy conditions for asyn-
chronous codes; hence, most of this thesis is concerned 
with the development of good synchronization routines. 
B. Related Literature 
In Digital Communications, Pulse Code Modulation 
(PCM) systems are the most closely related to teletype 
systems (especially PCM using frequency shift keying) [2], 
[3] • The main difference is that teletype systems make 
use of asynchronous codes. In PCM the synchronization 
procedure consists first of bit synchronization and then 
group synchronization, as described below. 
1. Bit Synchronization 
Fundamental to all PCM communications systems is 
the requirement of the receiver to recover bit timing, i.e., 
bit synchroni~ation. In short, before PCM data may be 
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detected with a high degree of accuracy and thereafter 
demultiplexed, the receiver must be able to determine the 
beginning and end of each bit interval so that it may 
sample the input waveform at the optimum time {middle of 
the interval for sampling detection) or begin and end its 
integration at the correct time (for the integrating 
detector) [2). 
There are several techniques for deriving the bit 
timing or bit synchronization. Some of these are discussed 
below: 
a. Derivation from a primary or secondary time 
standard. This technique is used in applications where 
both the transmitter and receiver stations may be slaved 
to a master timing system. 
b. Utilization of a separate channel or signal. 
c. Derivation of bit timing implicit in the 
modulated carrier. This technique is by far the most 
common in radio-frequency PCM systems as opposed to wire 
links. Such systems, which are said to be self-timed, 
take advantage of the 1-0 and 0-1 transitions in the data 
stream. This is the technique used in PCM for telephone 
systems. 
2. Group Synchronization 
Once bit synchronization has been acquired, the data 
can be regenerated in an optimum fashion by using any of 
the techniques developed in detection theory (matched 
4 
filter, correlation detector). The next step, therefore, 
is to acquire group synchronization (word synchronization 
and frame synchronization). There are several techniques, 
but, in general, the fewer the bits used for the group-
synchronization pattern, the longer the acquisition 
process. 
It should be clear that the synchronization methods 
described above are possible only because of the synchro-
nous properties of the signal and codes. None of these 
techniques are applicable to teletype, however, since 
teletype makes use of asynchronous codes. Asynchronous 
codes have a variable bit interval in contrast to synchro-
nous codes which have a fixed bit interval; therefore, 
optimum detection techniques for synchronous systems can 
not be applied. It will be seen throughout this work that 
the synchronization with teletypewriter codes is a combina-
tion of bit and group synchronization. 
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II. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS OF TELETYPEWRITERS 
At this point a short introduction to teletypewriters 
will be given in case the reader is not already acquainted 
with these systems. 
A. General Description 
Teletypewriters are widely used for data transmission 
(letters, numbers and other symbols) over communication 
channels [4),[5]. When a message is typed at the trans-
mitting unit the linked receiving unit, -which may be 
located at a remote distance, will automatically type the 
same message and vice versa. These machines are referred 
to as ASR, meaning Automatic Send and Receive. 
Teletypewriters are used in both open and closed 
communications channels. The first one is referred to as 
Radio Teletype, abbreviated RTTY. One of the many uses 
of RTTY is the transmission of news and weather reports. 
An example of teletypewriters working in closed channels 
is their use for data interchange between computers and 
programmers. 
When a key is depressed on the keyboard of the 
terminal a series of electrical pulses and blanks, corres-
ponding to the specific key, are generated and transmitted 
to the receiving unit. Here the series of pulses and 
blanks is interpreted and the corresponding symbol typed. 
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These electrical pulses and blanks are referred to as 
Marks and Spaces, corresponding to the ones and zeros of 
ordinary binary code. Marks and Spaces are used to code 
teletype characters in several ways, but they can be 
divided into two main groups, five-level and eight-level 
codes. The number of levels refers to the number of bits 
employed to encode a character, the main difference being 
that the eight-level code has three extra information 
bits. 
Throughout this work, only the five-level code will 
be considered since this is the one that is used in Radio 
Teletype. Figures 1 and 2 show the five- and eight-level 
code tables. The five-level code consists of seven bits 
represented by Marks and Spaces. The seven bits as 
shown in Figure 3 are as follows: the start bit, five 
data bits from which the code gets its name, and the 
stop bit. The functions of these bits are as follows: 
1. Start Bit 
The start bit is always a zero or space, and is 
one unit of time long. The time unit depends on the 
number of words per minute, or rate. 
2. Data Bits 
The data bits can be ones or zeros depending on 
the character represented. Each data bit is one unit of 
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used and parity check 
Eighth bit is chosen to give an even number 
of marks for each word 
Figure 2. Teletypewriter Code (8-level) 
two possible states, 25 = 32 words can be represented 
but, as seen in Figure 2, by using two of the words to 
specify "letters" or "figures" before a group is 
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transmitted, up to sixty characters can be represented. 
When the code word for-figures is received, the typewriter 
carriage will be shifted up until the code word for 
letters is received. 
3. Stop Bit 
The stop bit is always a one or Mark. This bit is 
greater than or equal to 1.41 units of time long (this 
lower limit depends on the specific system) • The start 
and stop bits are for the purpose of synchronization. 
I ! I """' STOP DATA BITS STOP • ~ ~2 3 4 5 ~~1.41 UNITS~ START 
ALL 1 UNIT LONG 
Figure 3. Teletype Word 
In Figure 4(a) and (b) typical pictures of a tele-
type signal as it comes from the receiver are shown. As 
may be seen, it is a series of pulses and blanks. By 
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(a) Picture 1 
(b) Picture 2 
Figure 4. Picture of Sample RTTY Signal Received 
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close inspection, the start and stop pulses can be 
recognized, so by taking the pulses in between and using 
a conversion table specific words can be interpreted. 
A system that goes through the same procedure at the 
speed of the incoming data is desired. Such a system is 
the subject of this thesis. 
B. Teletypewriter Mechanization 
Most existing teletypewriters have an electro-
mechanical decoding mechanism [4],[5]. Figure 5 shows 
a block diagram of the main components making up such a 
system. The function of these components is as follows: 
SELECTOR SELECTOR TYPE-FROM MAGNET ~ MECHANISM 1'- WRITER CEIVER DRIVER RE 
Figure 5. Block Diagram of .the Main Parts 
of a Teletypewriter 
1. Selector Magnet Driver 
The selector magnet driver is the signal conditioner 
of the system. It couples the equipment to the trans-
mission facilities and repeats the line signal in a form 
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that will efficiently operate the selector mechanism of 
the typing unit. 
2. Selector Mechanism 
The selector mechanism is the most important part 
in the decoder. It translates or decodes the data from 
the form of an electrical pulse train ·into the corres-
ponding mechanical arrangement that controls a code bar 
mechanism. 
The selector mechanism contains a range finder; 
this permits the selector to be adjusted so as to sample 
the signals at the most favorable time. A speed regulated 
motor drives the selector mechanism, and sets the time 
interval between the five samples (one for each data bit) 
to be taken. Figure 6 shows how the samples are taken at 
different settings of the range finder. 
___ II I i I i il I I 
Fiqure 6. Word Sampled at Different Range Finder 
Settings 
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III. DISCUSSION OF DECODER IMPLEMENTATION 
A. System Description 
The system used in this investigation to process 
RTTY signals consisted of a receiver, interface, digital 
computer, and teletypewriter. A block diagram of the 












Figure 7. Block Diagram of RTTY Processor 
1. RTTY Receiver/Demodulator 
The RTTY receiver consists of a receiver for the 
frequency range needed and a filtering network to detect 
the frequency shifts used to represent the Marks and 
Spaces of encoded data for transmission. The demodulator 
output is a noisy sequence of pulses whose amplitude and 
duration both vary. 
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2. Interface 
The interface processes the data from the receiver 
so that it is suitable for input to the computer. An 
analog-to-digital converter (interfaced with the computer) 
could have been used instead of the special interface. 
One of the three computers available has an analog-to-
digital converter. However, it was out of order at the 
time that this investigation was carried out, so a 
special interface was designed and used with this system. 
It is described in Appendix A. 
3. Digital Computer 
The digital computer used for this work is an 
sec 650-2 high speed, general purpose computer with inte-
grated software and hardware designed to allow it to be 
used for a variety of applications. The basic computer 
includes a 4,096-word random-access core memory with a 
two microsecond cycle time (twelve bit words), memory 
protect, hardware index register, priority interrupt 
channel, and operator control console. 
4. Teletypewriter 
The function of the teletypewriter is to interchange 
data between computer and operator. Two teletypewriter 
models were available, an ASR-33 and 35 (made by Teletype 
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Corporation) • These teletypewriters are of the eight-
level type. Therefore, they could not be used to decode 
RTTY which, as mentioned before, makes use of the five-
level code. 
B. Program Development 
By means of the interface, samples of the input 
data are taken at a rate set by the square-wave generator. 
The rate is such that 22 samples are taken of every data 
bit (data bits are one unit of time long) • · Figure 8 shows 
the unsampled and sampled data. 
Twenty-two samples per bit is a convenient choice 
because at the data rate of 60 words per minute (wpm), the 
unit of time is 22 milliseconds, and by setting the square-
wave generator at 1000 Hz, every bit is sampled 22 times. 
Any other convenient sampling rate can be used as long as 
it is not too small. Increasing the number of samples 
per bit beyond a certain point will not improve the results 
and will increase the complexity. and amount of storage 
required. If a data rate other than 60 wpm is used, all 
that has to be changed is the frequency of the square-wave 
generator to maintain a sample rate of 22 samples per bit. 
At a rate of 60 wpm and a square-wave generator 
frequency of 1000 Hz, there is 1 millisecond between each 
sample. The execution of an instruction by the computer 
takes, on the average, about two machine cycles. Each 
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Figure 8. Unsampled and Sampled Data 
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-3 -6 1x10 j2x2xlO = 250 instructions can be executed for 
each data sample taken. Therefore, the program should be 
limited to about 250 instructions since every sample 
should be completely processed before the next sample is 
taken. 
To enable easy checking and changing of the program, 
it was divided into three parts: Synchronization (SYNCH), 
Data Processing (DP), .and Look-up Routine (LR). Synchro-
nization is the most critical part of the problem. 
Several techniques were investigated for this work, and 
two synchronization routines were implemented for compari-
son purposes. The data processing and look-up routines 
were common to the programs which employed the two 
synchronization routines developed; hence the data 
processing and look-up routines will be discussed first. 
1. Data Processing and Look-up Routines 
The flowchart for the data processing and the 
look-up routines is shown in Figure 9. Once synchroni-
zation has been assumed, the next 22 consecutive samples 
are checked as is apparent by following through the flow-
chart. The data bit is taken to be one or zero by a 
straight majority decision rule (ones and zeros are 
equally important); that is, if 12 or more samples are 
ones the bit is assumed to be one; otherwise it is assumed 
to be zero. 
To BMP 
A = ST01 
C22=C22+1 
22D=S22D+A 
C22 = 0 
cs = cs + 1 
X = S22D 
S22D = 0 
WD=(WD)*lO 
WD = WD + 1 
cs = 0 
STWD = WD 
WD = 0 
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Figure 9. Flowchart for Data Processing and Look-up Routine 
' (Continued) 
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When a bit has been determined to be a one, a given 
memory location is incremented by one and shifted one 
position to the left. If it is a zero, the contents of 
the memory location is only shifted. This is repeated 
five times until the five data bits composing a teletype 
character or word have been determined. For the fifth 
bit, the word is not shifted. At the end of this operation 
the five least significant bits of the selected memory 
location will contain the word in the RTTY code. 
The look-up routine takes the word in the RTTY code 
and, by means of a conversion table, changes it into the 
corresponding word for the eight-level code. Thereupon, 
it is transmitted to the computer's eight-level 
teletypewriter. 
The conversion is done by taking the RTTY word to 
be the memory location where the corresponding word in 
the eight-level code is stored. Therefore, when the 
computer is ordered to print the word stored in the 
memory location whose address is the word that was 
obtained, it will print the corresponding character 
stored as an eight-level code word. The first 32 memory 
locations are used for converting letters, and the loca-
tions 33 to 64 for figures. 
The program starts by assuming that all words are 
letters. If the code word for figures is received, the 
program changes such that 32(408 = 100 ooo2 ) will be 
added to all of the following words before going into the 
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conversion table. This shifts the word 32 locations such 
that the memory locations 33 to 64 can be used for 
figures. The program resets for letters when the code 
word for letters is received. 
When the teletypewriter is commanded to print the 
corresponding character, the program is reset for the 
synchronization routine to begin processing the next code 
word. 
2. Synchronization Routine 1 
The first technique tried for synchronization was a 
simulation of the technique used by teletypewriters. As 
already discussed, the teletypewriter takes the first 
zero bit to be the start bit, assumes five data bits, 
and stops until the next zero is received. 
To simulate this, the program should count 31 or 
more consecutive ones (1.41 time units) followed by 
22 consecutive zeros (one time unit) and then assume 
synchronization because such a sequence of samples could 
result from the stop-start patterns illustrated in 
Figure 10. Since the pulses are distorted as shown in 
Figure 4, it will not be possible to count 31 ones and 
22 zeros, so these numbers should be decreased until 
optimum results are obtained. The best results were 
obtained by counting 26 ones and 18 zeros. 
22 




Figure 10. Waveform Detected by Technique 1 
Synchronization is assumed with this technique 
whenever a correct sequence of samples is obtained from 
a stop bit followed by a start bit, but it can also be 
obtained incorrectly whenever two or more ones, from data 
bits, are followed by a zero. 
The program will attempt to synchronize to either 
one of the above mentioned sequences. However, if synchro-
nization in the wrong place is assumed, the program goes 
through the synchronization routine again after checking 
the five bits following a false synchronization one-zero 
sequence as if they were the data bits. On the average, 
after approximately three words, the routine will be 
correctly synchronized. The fact that synchronization 
is achieved in approximately three words can be seen by 
going through the process of assuming synchronization 
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followed by five data bits several times in randomly 
selected sequences of words until correct synchronization 
is obtained (synchronization can be assumed anywhere where 
the above mentioned sequences are found) . It is important 
to notice that the way synchronization is checked is by 
synchronizing every time. 
The flowchart for this routine is shown in Figure 11. 
It consists of three main steps as follows: 
a. Count in step 1 (CTl) • Count 26 consecutive 
ones and set routine for CT2. 
b. Count in step 2 (CT2) • When the first zero 
is received set routine for CT3. 
c. Count in step 3 (CT3). Count 17 consecutive 
zeros, and set routine for data processing (DP). If a 
one is received before the 17 consecutive zeros have been 
counted, reset routine for CTl. 
The main advantage of this technique is that it can 
be implemented quite easily with a few counters, and no 
memory or delays are needed. 
Without the necessity of memory or delays one or 
more stop bits can be checked. That is, the program can 
search for a stop-start sequence, assume five data bits, 
and then check for a stop bit after the five data bits. 
This will not decrease the number of words needed to 
synchronize; it will only prevent the printing of a 
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The main disadvantage of this synchronization techni-
que is that whenever synchronization is lost due to a 
distorted or noisy input signal, about three words will 
be required to resynchronize once the signal has gone 
back to normal. If the code word for letters or figures 
is missed during such a period of lost synchronization, 
every character decoded after synchronization is 
reacquired will be in error until the next code word for 
letters or figures is received. 
Appendix D shows a sample message decoded by using 
this synchronization technique, and Appendix B shows the 
computer program. 
3. Synchronization Routine 2 
In the discussion of Synchronization routine 1, it 
was pointed out that after approximately three words 
correct synchronization is obtained. This indicates that 
if more words are checked simultaneously, synchronization 
should be reached faster. The maximum number of words 
that can be checked simultaneously is limited by the 
asynchronous nature of the code (while a word is being 
checked it is unknown how far ahead or how far behind the 
other words are). 
Synchronization Routine 2 uses three simultaneous 
observations of the sampled data. Two channels with a time 
delay and non-delay channel make possible the simultaneous 
observation of the data at three different times. These 
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three observations may correspond to a maximum of three 
different words and a minimum of two words. Because of 
the asynchronous code, only two of the three simultaneous 
outputs can be checked at any given time during the 
synchronization period; which two of the outputs are 
checked depends on the stage of synchronization. 
The three outputs made available by means of the 
two delay channels are shown in Figures 12(a) and 12{b). 
If the word to be decoded is taken from OUTl, samples 
ahead of and behind this word can be checked simultaneously. 
Synchronization Routine 2 takes th~ output to be 
decoded from OUTl. It checks for a stop bit in OUTl and 
simultaneously checks for a stop bit in OUT2. OUT2 is 
delayed 7.41 units of time with respect to OUTl. Note 
that 7.41 time units is the length of a start bit plus 
five data bits plus a stop bit. It should be noted that 
even if the stop bits have different lengths, when the 
stop bit begins to appear in OUTl there should be another 
stop bit 7.41 time units previously, and it will be 
present exactly for 1.41 time units {this stop bit may be 
greater than 1.41 time units, but only the last 1.41 time 
units can be examined. 
After the first check is completed, a check for the 
start bit in OUTl begins simultaneously with the check in 
the non-de~ay output A for the stop bit corresponding to 
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Tl + T2 
(b) Delay Arrangement Used to Observe the 
Stop-Start Sequence for Three Words 
A 
Figure 12. Implementation Used for Simultaneously 











Synchronization Routine 2 will acquire synchroniza-
tion in a few words by checking a stop-start sequence 
followed by the five data bits to be decoded, as well as 
the stop bits ~ediately previous to and following this 
sequence. 
This is the maximum amount of data that can be 
checked simultaneously because of the limitations of the 
asynchronous codes. It requires a delay of 13.41 time 
units, and when samples are taken at a rate of one per 
millisecond this is equivalent to 295 milliseconds 
(22X13.41 ~ 295 ms) of delay. 
This delay is obtained with the computer by storing 
the samples at the rate at which they are taken in 
295 memory locations. Figure 13 shows how the samples 








Figure 13. use of Memory for Delay of Samples 
Samples are stored beginning with the location 
denoted as X and are read at locations Tl and Tl + T2 
time units ahead (see Figure 12(a)). 
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The actual duration of the time unit is set by the 
square-wave generator which determines the sampling rate. 
Thus, this synchronization routine will work for any data 
rate through proper choice of the sampling rate. 
Figure 14 shows the flowchart for Synchronization 
Routine 2. It consists of two main parts, the delay 
which was just discussed and synchronization. 
Synchronization consists of three steps very 
similar to those used in Synchronization Routine 1. 
They are as follows: 
a. Count in step 1 (CT1) • Count 26 consecutive 
ones in OUT1 and OUT2, and set routine for CT2. 
b. Count in step 2 (CT2). When the first one 
is received in OUT1, check A for a one and set routine 
for CT3 if a one is found. If a one is not present at A 
set the routine for CTl. 
c. Count in step 3 (CT3). Count 17 consecutive 
zeros in OUT1 and 17 consecutive ones in A. Set routine 
for Data Processing (DP) • If a one is received in OUT1 
before the 17 consecutive zeros are received, or a zero 
is received before the 17 consecutive ones are received 
in A, reset routine for CTl. 
Note that this routine resets for synchronization 
faster than Synchronization Routine 1 when correct 
BMP 
CTDl = 0 
CTD2 
CTD3 
A = IN (11) 
CTDl=CTDl+l 
SDD(CTDl)=A 






Figure 14. Flowchart for Synchronization Routine 2 
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To BMP 





CTD3 = 0 
COUNT = 
CTl CT2 CT3 DP 















F1owchai::'t for Syl\chronization Routine 2 
(Continued} 
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C311 = 0 
C210 = 0 
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synchronization is not obtained. Therefore, fewer words 
will be lost. 
Appendix E shows a sample message decoded by 
Synchronization Routine 2. It is the same as the message 
that was decoded by Synchronization Routine 1. The 
program for this routine is given in Appendix c. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Two programs were developed to process five-level 
radio teletype data. The synchronization technique used 
in the first program is a simulation of the synchroniza-
tion technique used with teletypewriters. The second 
program uses a synchronization technique similar to the 
first but checks more data simultaneously, therefore 
reaching correct synchronization more rapidly. The only 
advantage of Synchronization Routine 2 over Synchroniza-
tion Routine 1 is that synchronization will be reacquired 
faster by the second routine, because it uses essentially 
three data words simultaneously to obtain synchronization. 
The two programs have a common synchronization 
and a decoding (data processing and look-up) routine. 
The data processing and look-up routines will work 
correctly as long as 12 or more samples are correct. 
However, the synchronization routines are the critical 
factors which determine the performance under noisy 
conditions. Synchronization will be lost whenever the 
noise or distortion is such that 26 consecutive ones 
from the stop bit or 17 consecutive zeros from the start 
bit can not be obtained. 
A routine to reconstruct samples based on the prior 
samples could have been added, but it was observed that 
the signal was either very good or very poor for this 
system, so this modification would not have improved 
the performance significantly. 
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The signal, as it comes from the receiver, is 
centered at zero volts. A one is represented by a 
positive pulse, and a zero by a negative pulse. When a 
sample is taken it is assumed to be a one if positive 
regardless of its amplitude; if negative, it is assumed 
to be zero. 
TIME 
Figure 15. Signal and Noise 
Figure 15 shows the signal mixed with noise. As 
long as the maximum amplitude of the noise is less than 
A/2 for 84 per cent ((26/2l)xlOO = 84%) of the time 
duration of the stop bit the synchronization routines will 
work correctly. When noise increases above this level, 
synchronization may be lost; if it goes back to normal 
the routines will find synchronization again, Routine 2 
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finding it faster as mentioned before. As implied before, 
the signal degradation encountered was highly nonstation-
ary, being insignificant much of the time and overwhelming 
sometimes. Thus rapid resynchronization is the desirable 
feature of any routine. 
The number of samples checked for synchronization 
that gave the best results were 26 ones and 17 zeros. 
These numbers are not critical. They were chosen by 
first increasing and then decreasing the number used until 
the program no longer worked correctly. The mid-points 
of the extreme values thus obtained were then employed. 
The RTTY codes and systems were designed to be used 
under low noise conditions. More sophisticated synchro-
nous systems and codes, as pointed out already in the 
discussion of PCM systems, are preferred for noisy 
conditions. However, for low noise conditions, teletype 
systems are good. Since the teletypewriter is needed 
anyway to perform the printing, the addition of a few 
mechanical parts results in a system implementation 
(without the necessity of any memory or long delays) which 
is dependable and relatively low priced. This is the 
main advantage of teletype systems. 
Synchronization methods here developed, as 
previously discussed, are not practical for implementa-
tion as special-purpose hardware. A teletypewriter is 
a simpler, more practical implementation than Synchro-
nization Routine 1 {mechanical parts are needed anyway 
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for the print out) to which it is equivalent. Synchro-
nization Routine 2, which would acquire synchronization 
faster than a teletypewriter requires a memory that makes 
it relatively expensive for implementation. These 
programs are useful for decoding Radio Teletype (or 
converting from the five-level to the eight-level code) 
when there is a computer system available and the RTTY 
message to be obtained only _takes a small amount of time, 






The interface makes possible the data transfer 
from the RTTY receiver to the computer. The interface 
circuit is shown in Figure 16. It grounds the External 
Device Ready (IDRDY) terminal for approximately ten 
microseconds every millisecond (depending on the rate of 
the square wave) . When the TTA instruction, which takes 
1 microsecond, is executed the data at the input 
terminals of the accumulator registers (INO to INll) are 
transferred to this register if the External Device 
Ready terminal is grounded. 
In the computer interface terminal all the input 
terminals are normally at 8 volts. A given terminal is 
assumed to be in the one state if it is grounded and 
in the zero state otherwise. 
The three computer instructions used to control 
data transfer are shown in Figure 17. Every time a 
sample is taken, the computer comes out of the loop 
formed by these instructions, and continues the execution 
of the program. The External Device Ready terminal 
should be grounded (ready state) long enough to allow 
at least one execution of the three instructions control-
ling the data transfer. However, it should not be 
grounded longer than the execution of the whole program. 
The execution time of the program depends on the specific 
sample being processed. It varies from about 10 to 
f1Jl 





SQG: Square-Wave Generator GND: Ground 
RTTY: Radio Teletype Receiver Terminal 
IDRDY: External Device Ready Terminal 
INll: Input to Bit 11 of Accumulator 









TTA XX IF EXTERNAL DEVICE IS READY, 
TRANSMIT TO ACCUMULATOR FROM 
SELECTED EXTERNAL DEVICE AND 
SKIP NEXT INSTRUCTIONJ IF NOT, 
EXECUTE NEXT INSTRUCTION 
JMF *2 JUMP TWO LOCATIONS FORWARD 
JMB *2 JUMP TWO LOCATIONS BACKWARD 
CONTINUE TO EXECUTE PROGRAM 
Figure 17. Instructions Controlling Data Transfer 
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100 microseconds. This guarantees that only one sample 
is taken every millisecond. 
The output of the RTTY receiver is connected to 
the RTTY terminal of the interface (see Figure 16). If 
the signal is positive, the transistor is driven into 
saturation and the terminal corresponding to the input 
of bit eleven (INll) of the accumulator is grounded. If 
the signal is negative, the transistor is cut off and 
the terminal stays at +8 volts. A square-wave generator 
is connected to the terminal SQG of the interface. The 
square wave is differentiated to drive the base of the 
transistor controlling the External Device Ready terminal. 
The positive peaks of the differentiated wave drive the 
transistor into saturation, grounding the External Device 
Ready (IDRDY) terminal (when this terminal is grounded 
the computer assumes that the external device is ready 
for data transfer) for a period of time that depends on 
the amplitude of the square wave. In this case the 
maximum amplitude is limited by a zener diode. Sampling 
time is one microsecond and samples are taken at a 
1 KHz rate. The square wave controls the sampling rate. 
The simple interface used here is possible because 
data goes into the computer only from the receiver and out 
of the computer only to the teletype. 
.APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR 
SYNCHRONIZATION ROUTINE 1 
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*PROGRAM FOR DECODING RADIO TELETYPE 
~~3~~ ORG IJ~~ 
~~3~~~ ~721 SEL I 21 
~~3~1 ~723 SEL I 23 
~~3/12 ~4~11 BMP TTA ~~ 
~~3/13 21~2 JMP *+2 
~~3~4 25[62 JMP *-2 
~~3~5 23~1 JMP* *+1 
~~3/16 ~4flfl PAR SYNCH 
~~4~!6 ORG I 4!6!6 
~!64/lfl 2344 SYNCH JMP* COUNT 
~[14~1 fllfll CTl SRA fi,G 
~[14[62 2125 JMP RC 
~~4~3 4137 MIN C311 
~~4/14 2134 JMP ESCH 
/J~4t15 6ltjl LDA *+1 
/J~4t16 .0'411 PAR CT2 
/J~4t11 3535 STA COUNT 
/Jf141/J 213ft JMP ESCH 
.0'~411 .0'3t11 CT2 SRA fi,Z 
.0'fl412 2126 JMP ESCH 
/Jfl413 6lfll LDA *+1 
.0'f1414 .0'417 PAR CT3 
.0'fl415 3527 STA COUNT 
/Jf1416 2122 JMP ESCH 
.0'fl417 .0'3fll CT3 SRA ~,z 
/lfl42.0' 2lfl7 JMP RC 
/6fl421 4122 MIN C2lfl 
~fl422 2116 JMP ESCH 
J6fl423 6lfll LDA *+1 
J6fl424 /65flfl PAR DP 
~fl425 3517 STA COUNT 
.(6[1426 2lfl4 JMP *+4 
J6fl427 61[11 RC LDA *+1 
flfl43fl !14{11 PAR CTl 
1}[1431 3513 STA COUNT 
flfl4.32 3232 LDL 26 
flfl433 /lfl51 SRA 5 
~~~434 35[16 STA C311 
1}!6435 322~ LDL 16 
1}!1436 .8~51 SRA 5 
.Sfl437 35~4 STA C21~ 
.8~44_8 23[11 ESCH JMP* *+1 
.8~441 !63[12 PAR BMP 
.8~442 7745 C311 PAR '7745 
.8~443 7756 C2lfl PAR '7756 
.8~444 !14!61 COUNT PAR CTl 
~J'5flfl ORG I 5~!6 
flfl5flfl fl3fl3 DP SRAC fi,Z 
fl/15{61 4137 MIN 5220 
flfl5{62 41fl5 MIN C22 
flfl5fl3 2133 JMP EDP 
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rJ(j5(14 3226 LDL 22 
f1()'5(15 '1(151 SRA 5 
f1f15(16 35f11 STA *+1 
f1()'5(17 7752 C22 PAR '7752 
!if(151f1 6131 LDA WD 
f1r1511 (1116 SLL 
flr1512 3527 STA WD 
!1(1513 1125 LDX S22D 
f,trj514 3214 LDL 12 
!1(1515 (/271 SRA 7 ,N 
flr1516 4123 MIN WD 
[1(1517 (1(1(17 CLX 
f,trj52f1 152(1 STX S22D 
flr1521 41r15 MIN C5 
r1r1522 2114 JMP EDP 
flf1523 32(15 LDL 5 
[1(1524 /IC151 SRA 5 
[1(1525 35(11 STA *+1 
f1fl526 7773 C5 PAR '7773 
[1(1527 6112 LDA WD 
f,tf153/l 37[11 . STA* *+1 
f,tf1531 [1241 PAR STWD 
[1(1532 f1r1f13 CLA 
f,tf1533 35(16 STA WD 
/lf1534 23r11 JMP* *+1 
[1[1535 f12f1f1 PAR BLR 
/6(1536 23/61 EDP JMP* *+1 
llf1537 /13$12 PAR BMP 
/6f154fl 16f1r1f1 S22D PAR ~1111!1 
/6$1541 llf1flf1 WD PAR ~!111!1 
/6f12flf1 ORG '2flf1 
16r12flf1 1141 BLR LDX STWD 
/6f12fl1 f114f1 CXA 
/6{12$12 3137 XOL '37 
/6{12/63 /13/t1 SRA !l' z 
/6f12fl4 21fl5 JMP FIG1 
/6!12!15 61!11 LDA *+1 
/6/12!16 /1221 PAR LETT 
!6r12fl1 3512 STA LF 
/6fl21fl 2127 JMP EMP 
llr1211 /614/6 FIG1 CXA 
~f1212 3133 XOL '33 
/6{1213 /63/61 SRA ~,z 
/6!6214 23{15 JMP* LF 
~[1215 61/11 LDA *+1 
[1[1216 [1222 PAR FIG2 
/6{1217 35[12 STA LF 
~{122{1 2117 JMP EMP 
/6fl221 /6227 LF PAR LETT 
/6,222 /614/6 FIG2 CXA 
-~223 61[11 LDA *+1 
·~~~4 IJ4{1 PAR I 4fl =~~~~ f~~; SRA '3 STA STWD 
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/J/J227 6312 LETT LDA* STWD 
!JfJ23fJ })461 TFA '21 
,6,6231 2lj)4 JMP *+4 
,t).i) 2 3 2 ,t)4 63 TFA '23 
,t).i) 2 3 3 21.£) 2 JMP *+2 
,t),t)2 3 4 2 5.£) 4 JMP *-4 
/J.£)235 23.£)1 JMP* *+1 
,t).i) 2 3 6 /J42 7 PAR RC 
~~237 23~1 EMP JMP* *+1 
JjiJ24..0 iJ3Jj2 PAR BMP 
.011241 STWD BSS 1 
..0/611..011 ORG '1111/6 








j)iJiJliJ JjiJ12 PAR 




























































COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR 
SYNCHRONIZATION ROUTINE 2 
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*PROGRAM FOR DECODING RADIO-TELETYPE 
'irt3rt'i ORG t 3(1(1 
'if/3 (j()' 0'7 21 SEL '21 (j(j3 ()'1 '17 2 3 SEL I 23 
'10'3 rt2 "4 rj(j BMP TTA (1(1 
rtrt3 ()'3 21 rt2 JMP *+2 
(1(1'3 (14 2 5 (12 JMP *-2 
rJ(t3 t;(S 414 5 MIN SDD 
rJ(13 rJ6 41 (15 MIN CTD1 
rj(/3 '17 211 ()' JMP *+8 
'if/31" 11 (11 LOX *+1 
rJ'i311 7324 PAR '7324 
0'(1312 15(11 STX *+1 
0'(1313 7324 CTD1 PAR '7324 
0'(1314 11(11 LDX *+1 
(1(1315 10'(1()' PAR I 1 r;lf/(1 
(1{1316 1534 STX SDD 
0'r1317 3733 STA* SDD 
0'r132r1 4133 MIN OUT1 
l1r1321 41115 MIN CTD2 
0'(1322 21111 JMP *+8 
(1(1323 11111 LDX *+1 
(1(1324 7324 PAR 1 7324 
J;/{1325 15(11 STX *+1 
0'(1326 7567 CTD2 PAR '7567 
J;/(1327 11111 LDX *+1 
J;/{133!1 1111111 PAR I 1f/f/9' 
!111331 1522 STX OUT1 
(1(1332 4122 MIN OUT2 
J;/(1333 41115 MIN CTD3 
J;/11334 21111 JMP *+8 
9111335 110'1 LDX *+1 
9111336 7324 PAR 1 7324 
91(1337 15111 STX *+1 
91!134!1 7325 CTD3 PAR '7325 
910'341 11J;/1 LDX *+1 
9111342 10'1111 PAR '111f111 
9111343 1511 STX OUT2 
91(6334 13117 LDX* OUT1 
9111345 151J;1 STX STOl 
910'346 13116 LDX* OUT2 
91fl341 15J;/7 STX ST02 
91113511 23{1Y1 JMP* *+1 
91{1Y351 914flff1 PAR SYNCH 
91$1352 1/HI191 SDD PAR I 1flfl!H 
91/H353 1243 OUT1 PAR 1 1243 
91$1354 1/H$12 OUT2 PAR 'lflfl2 
91$1355 91flfJfl ST01 PAR 91flflfl 
/6{1Y356 91flfflffl ST02 PAR flflfl{IY 
91fl4flfl ORG I 4/l{IY 
Jl(14flfl 13911 SYNCH LDX* *+1 
91fi4Jil 91355 PAR ST01 
9Jfl4fl2 2353 JMP* COUNT 
_,,.fl3 63/11 CTl LDA* *+1 
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M.W4 ,0356 PAR ST02 
,fJ~4fJS fJ1fJ5 SRX fJ,G 
fJ~4fJ4 2132 JMP RC 
IJJ'4}'7 ,01,01 SRA IJ,G 
fJ,041,0 213fJ JMP RC 
fJ,0411 4142 MIN C311 
IJ,0412 2137 JMP ESCH 
IJ.0413 61,01 LOA *+1 
IJ.0414 IJ417 PAR CT2 
,0_0415 354_0 STA COUNT 
IJ.0416 2133 JMP ESCH 
,t).tJ417 .t)3.tJS CT2 SRX .tJ,z 
,t).iJ42..0 2131 JMP ESCH 
,t)IJ421 .t)11J1 SRA ,tj,G 
.6..0422 2116 JMP RC 
.6.0423 61.iJ1 LOA *+1 
,t)IJ424 .t)427 PAR CT3 
Jj,tj425 353.tJ STA COUNT 
Jj.fJ426 2123 JMP ESCH 
/J.tJ427 /J3,tj5 CT3 SRX /J, z 
,tj.fJ 4 3,tj 211..0 JMP RC 
J.l,tj 4 31 J.I1J.I1 SRA J.I,G 
/J.0432 21.06 JMP RC 
,tj,0433 4121 MIN C21,tj 
.6.0434 2115 JMP ESCH 
Jj.f1435 61.iJ1 LOA *+1 
,tj.fJ436 J.IS,tj,0 PAR OP 
Jj.tJ437 21.t13 JMP *+3 
,tj .0 4 4 ..0 61.tl 1 RC LOA *+1 
Jj.fj441 ,tJ4,tJ3 PAR CT1 
,tJ,0442 3513 STA COUNT 
,t'.l,tj443 3232 LOL 26 
,tj,tJ444 ,tj,051 SRA 5 
.0.0445 35,06 STA C311 
,tj,0446 3222 LOL 18 
,tj,0447 ,tj.fj51 SRA 5 
Jj,045.fJ 35,04 STA C21JJ 
Jj.fJ451 23Jj1 ESCH JMP* *+1 
.0.0452 Jj3,02 PAR BMP 
,0[6453 7745 C311 PAR '7745 
,0,0454 7756 C21.0 PAR '7756 
.0.0455 .,04,03 COUNT PAR CT1 
.f1!65!6.f1 ORG I S~,tj 
.0!65.0!6 63[61 DP LOA* *+1 
.0!65.01 ,tj355 PAR ST01 
.0!65.02 ,03,03 SRAC .0,z 
~~5,03 4137 MIN 5220 
.0.05!64 41!65 MIN C22 
.0.05!65 2133 JMP EOP 
.0/15!66 3226 LDL 22 
~!15/17 JIJ151 SRA 5 
Jf$1/1 35fl STA *+1 
.JJ:s11 /'1752 C22 PAR '7752 
,..~12 ,~31 LOA WD 
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IJ.fJS13 .0116 SLL 
IJIJ514 3527 STA WD 
,0,0515 1125 LDX S22D 
.0.0516 3214 LDL 12 
.0.0517 ~271 SRA 7,N 
Ji'~52Ji' 4123 MIN WD 
,0,0521 ~~~7 CLX 
.0,0522 152,0 STX S22D 
IJJi'523 41Jl5 MIN cs 
.0Ji'524 2114 JMP EDP 
.0,0525 32Jl5 LDL 5 
IJJ'526 .0,051 SRA 5 
.0.0527 35Jl1 STA *+1 
Ji'IJ53J' 777 3 cs PAR '7773 
1JIJ531 6112 LDA WD 
IJIJ532 37Jl1 STA* *+1 
J'IJ533 ,0241 PAR STWD 
IJJ'534 Ji'Ji'~3 CLA 
}',0535 35~6 STA WD 
IJJ'536 23~1 JMP* *+1 
1JfJ537 IJ2Ji'fl PAR BLR 
,d,054,d 23,d1 EDP JMP* *+1 
,d,d541 ,d3..d2 PAR BMP 
,d,d 54 2 ,d,d,d,d S22D PAR .tJ.tJ.tJ.tJ 
,d,d543 ,d,d,d,d WD PAR /J.tJ.tJ/J 
,(},(}2/J,d ORG '2{J/J 
.O.d2.tJRS 1141 BLR LDX STWD 
,d,d 2Jj 1 ,d 14Jj CXA 
,d.fj2,d2 3137 XOL '37 
,d,d2,d3 ,03,(}1 SRA ,t),Z 
,d.fj 2Jj 4 21.(} 5 JMP FIG1 
,d,d2JjS 61Jj1 LDA *+1 
..0..02.(}6 ,0227 PAR LETT 
,d,t)2/J7 3512 STA LF 
/J/J21A 2127 JMP EMP 
.D.d211 /J14/J FIG1 CXA 
,t)/J212 3133 XOL '33 
..6/J213 /J3/J1 SRA ..6, z 
,()Jj214 23/J5 JMP* LF 
..6..6 215 61/J 1 LDA *+1 
,(),IJ216 ,6222 PAR FIG2 
,6,IJ217 35,IJ2 STA LF 
..6/122/J 2117 JMP EMP 
,O,IJ221 ,6227 LF PAR LETT 
,(),IJ 2 2 2 ,.614/J FIG2 CXA 
,O,IJ22 3 61/J1 LDA *+1 
..t),t) 2 2 4 ,t),t) 4,t) PAR '4/J 
,.6)}225 ,t)..f)31 SRA '3 
,t)/J226 3513 STA STWD 
..6/J227 6312 LETT LDA* STWD 
,t)!J 2 3/J /J4 61 TFA '21 
.402>3,1 2lJJ4 JMP *+4 
¥~3~~ A•i3 TFA '23 
AJta3,l 211}2 JMP *+2 
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,(),0234 25,04 JMP *-4 
,.()})235 23jH JMP* *+1 
!Jj) 2 3 6 IJ 4 2 7 PAR RC 
,.(),0237 23j)1 EMP JMP* *+1 
,tl,0240 /)3,02 PAR BMP 
fJfJ241 STWD BSS 1 
AAAAAIJ~~~~ ORG 'fJfJfJ PAR 
A.DAA 1 .D 12 4 
.D.DAA 2 .DA 15 
AAAA3 /J117 
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SAMPLE DATA DECODED USING 
SYNCHRONIZATION ROUTINE 1 
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EROPICAL WEATHER DISCUSSION 
YURFACE ANALYSIS /7l200S SHOWS HIGH PRESSURE /040ZB CENTERED $1ZDWUF 
nTH RIDGE EXTENDING WEST SOUTHWESTWARD THRU THE BAHAMAS ACROSS ·· · 
BENTRAL CUBA AND INTO THE WESTERN CARIBBEAN" BELD FRONT EXTENDS FROM 
FQTZDIUF ACROSS THE WESTERN TIP OF CUBA TO NORTHEAST BARNER OF FLORIDA 
FND NORTHEASTWARD TO /010ZB LOW VCNTY '4ZDURF THEN QUASISTATIONARY 
ZARTHEASTWARD TO $0ZDYPF" ZIGH /025ZB WEST GULF OF MEXICO CENTERED 
ZAFR 85ZDOEF" 
SSSA 1 YATELLITE PICTURES THIS MORNING SHOW AREA OF CLOUDS /5ZZTO /8ZA 
SETWEEN 885F AND 34F" •• SAND OF CLOUDS TWO DEGREES WIDE ALONG COLD FRONT 
YTRM WESTERN CARIB TO '0ZDUOF".EVERCAST AREA FIVE. DEGREES DIAMETER 
BANTERED 89ZDRQF WITH BAND OF CLOUDINESS TWO DEGREES WIDE EXTENDING 
yOUTHEAST FROM MAIN CLOUD MASS TO @3ZDEPF" •• EVERCAST AREA BETWEEN /SF 
FND ?0F FROM 70ZZTO EUTH OF 3Y";ii·3<;XXXXXX 
APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE DATA DECODED USING 
SYNCHRONIZATION ROUTINE 2 
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EROPICAL WEATHER DISCUSSION 
EURFACE ANALYSIS ?71200E SHOWS HIGH PRESSURE ?040EB CENTERED 31Z$7J 
DITH RIDGE EXTENDING WEST SOUTHWESTWARD THRU THE BAHAMAS ACROSS 
ZENTRAL CUBA AND INTO THE WESTERN CARIBBEAN3 WOLD FRONT EXTENDS FROM 
OQTE27J ACROSS THE WESTERN TIP OF CUBA TO NORTHEAST WORNER OF FLORIDA 
DND NORTHEASTWARD TO ?010EB LOW VCNTY 34A?4D THEN QUASISTATIONARY 
zoRTHEASTWARD TO 30A$0D" EIGH ?025ZB WEST GULF OF MEXICO CENTERED 
AEDR $5E-3D" 
ESSA 2 EATELLITE PICTURES THIS MORNING SHOW AREA OF CLOUDS ?5E TO ?SE 
EETWEEN $850 AND 34D3 •• EAND OF CLOUDS TWO DEGREES WIDE ALONG COLD FRONT 
ETRM WESTERN CARIB TO 30E?9D3 •• EVERCAST AREA FIVE DEGREES DIAMETER 
ZENTERED $9E31D WITH BAND OF CLOUDINESS TWO DEGREES WIDE EXTENDING 
DOUTHEAST FROM MAIN CLOUD MASS TO $3E$0D3 •• EVERCAST AREA BETWEEN 75D 
DND "00 FROM 70A TO SUTH OF 3Z"A EECBBBBBB 
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